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Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) agents are widely used in the retail and distribution industry.
The primary objective was to investigate whether the gender of AI agents influences trust and
grounding. This paper examined the influence of AI agent gender and brand concepts on trust
and grounding within virtual brand spaces. For this purpose, it used two independent variables:
brand concept (functional vs. experiential) and AI agent gender (male vs. female). The dependent
variables included AI agent trust and grounding. The study revealed that in virtual brand spaces
centered around a functional concept, male AI agents generated higher levels of trust than female
AI agents, whereas, when focused on an experiential concept, female AI agents induced higher
levels of grounding than male AI agents. Furthermore, the findings indicate that the association
between customers’ identification with AI agents and recommendations for actual brand purchases
is mediated by trust and grounding. These findings support the idea that users who strongly identify
with AI agents are more inclined to recommend brand products. By presenting alternatives that
foster the establishment and sustenance of a meaningful, sustainable relationship between humans
and AI, this study contributes to research on human–computer interactions.
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1. Introduction

Recently, at CES 2024—hosted by the Consumer Technology Association—the French
cosmetic company L’Oréal introduced a generative AI called the “Beauty Genius”. AI
provides personalized skincare recommendations based on updated photos of the user’s
skin. Walmart, the world’s largest retailer, provides a generative AI chatbot that searches
for and recommends products for specific purposes.

Utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) holds substantial potential for enhancing numerous
business functions, encompassing the automation of operational processes, extraction
of marketing insights from data, engagement with both customers and employees, and
the formulation of strategic plans involving segmentation, analytics, and beyond [1]. A
considerable number of retailers and service providers have embraced the utilization of
generative AI to discern the preferences and needs of their clientele. Within the retail and
distribution sector, there exists a burgeoning interest in leveraging AI-driven data analysis
to optimize productivity and efficiency, primarily due to the staggering volume of data
generated on a daily basis [2]. As a result, diverse AI-based platforms have been developed
and employed.

AI agents, including chatbots, are widely used technologies in the retail and distri-
bution industry, particularly in and e-commerce [3]. The proliferation of AI agents has
been propelled by advances in computer technology. This research defines them as digital
entities with anthropomorphic appearances, controlled by humans or software, and capable
of interactions. Virtual brand space represents one of the fastest-growing domains of AI
commercialization. These agents facilitate targeted advertising by linking with consumer
databases and promptly responding to user queries about products and services. This
automated social presence may supplement or replace human service staff, especially when
addressing routine inquiries.
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Anthropomorphism has often been employed by AI agent designers to enhance
animacy. These agents, whether endowed with human-like behaviors or embodied in
visual or physical interfaces [4], impact judgments of likeability and animacy. Studies affirm
the effects of anthropomorphism on AI agents, with human-like appearances fostering a
stronger sense of social presence and enabling richer human–computer interactions (HCIs)
than purely functional forms [5]. Consequently, the significance of human–AI interactions
is increasingly emphasized in today’s marketplace, driving the development of social AI
that adheres to behavioral norms in human interactions [6].

To enhance realism, AI agents are often designed with additional human elements;
previous research on HCIs revealed that individuals are influenced by gender stereotypes
when interacting with computers. Manipulating a robot’s gender by altering its appearance
led to perceptions where male robots were deemed more agentic, suitable for tasks requiring
mathematical ability, while female robots were perceived as more communal, fitting tasks
requiring verbal ability [7].

Brand strategies should embrace emerging technological trends, such as virtual stores,
to craft personalized and captivating customer experiences. From a strategic brand man-
agement perspective, brand concepts are delineated into functional and experiential types.
This distinction underscores the potential variability in consumer responses based on the
alignment between the gender of AI agents and brand concepts.

This study provides an overview of theoretical and practical knowledge concerning
AI agents in marketing by investigating the impact of AI agent identification on brand
recommendations within the virtual brand space.

This study examines the impact of AI agent gender and brand concepts on the trust
and grounding of AI agents within virtual brand spaces and provides valuable insights
into the effectiveness of AI agents in shaping virtual experiences. In the dynamic landscape
of advancing AI technology, this study proposes strategies for the thoughtful utilization of
AI technology.

2. Literature Review and Hypothesis
2.1. AI Agents and the Gender of Agents

AI encompasses “programs, algorithms, systems, and machines” [8] that emulate
elements of human intelligence and behavior [9,10]. Using various technologies like
machine learning, natural language processing, deep learning, big data analysis, and
physical robots [1,11,12], AI has seen substantial development and become integral in
consumers’ daily lives.

AI agents, defined as “computer-generated graphically displayed entities that repre-
sent either imaginary characters or real humans controlled by AI” [13], exist in diverse
forms, including animated pictures, interactive 3D avatars in virtual environments [14], and
human-like animated customer service agents resembling real sales representatives [15].
These agents simulate human-like interactions by comprehending user queries and execut-
ing specific tasks akin to real-person interactions.

Advancements in AI have enabled AI agents to learn and improve from each customer
interaction, thereby enhancing their intelligence. They offer consumers an easily accessible
means of interaction, assisting customers in online transactions by providing additional
information, personalized advice, recommendations [15–17], and technical support. Strate-
gically used, these agents enable companies to engage with customers on a personal level
and provide continuous support, striving for a seamless, time-efficient, and cost-effective
online experience [18,19].

Research has delved into how variations in AI agent morphology influence user
evaluations and interactions with technology [20]. AI agents, functioning as social bots,
trigger social responses from users despite their awareness of the nonhuman nature of
computers [21]. Visual cues that mirror human characteristics tend to prompt users to treat
chat agents as human and engage with them socially [22].
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Among the design elements to enhance realism, agents can incorporate “human”
characteristics and features. Gender, which has been extensively studied among these
characteristics, significantly impacts the effectiveness of agents [23]. Gender stereotypes
play a significant role in shaping human–AI agent interactions, which is akin to the in-
fluence of human gender stereotypes [7]. For instance, research conducted by Nass et al.
(1997) revealed that when hearing a male voice from a computer, humans tend to attribute
dominance to the machine’s personality, which is not the case when hearing a female voice.
Therefore, male voices tend to reinforce the sense of trust between humans and computers.
Furthermore, an exploration into the evaluation of robots based on gender-associated
appearances found that robots with a male-like appearance garnered positive assessments
when engaged in adventurous and strength-demanding tasks. Meanwhile, those with
a female-like appearance received favorable evaluations when undertaking delicate and
meticulous tasks [7]. Previous studies have underscored the impact of gender stereo-
types on human–computer interactions, illustrating that participants exhibit stereotypical
responses toward computers featuring different gender-associated voices. In particular,
masculine voices are perceived as more authoritative, and dominant traits are more readily
associated with men [24].

Gender stereotypes, which affect judgments of competence and warmth, often lead
to men being perceived as more competent and women as warmer [25,26]. These biases
influence evaluations across various scenarios [27–29]

2.2. Brand Concept

Within brand management, functional brands emphasize their functional performance.
Previous research has defined functional value as a product’s ability to fulfill its intended
functions in a consumer’s everyday life [30]. Functional needs, motivating consumers to
seek products that address consumption-related problems [31,32], are met by products
demonstrating functional performance. Therefore, a functional brand is designed to meet
externally generated consumption needs [33]. Brands, as suggested by Park et al. [34], can
be managed to alleviate uncertainty in consumer lives, offering control and efficacy, thus
closely associating functional brands with product performance. Visual representations
within brands remind or communicate functional benefits to customers [31].

Functional brands aim to effectively convey and reinforce their commitment to aiding
customers, thereby strengthening brand–customer relationships [30,35]. Customer satisfac-
tion with functional brands is pivotal in determining customer commitment, aligning with
the core concept of brand management. According to the information-processing paradigm,
consumer behavior leans toward objective and logical problem-solving [36,37]. Hence,
customer confidence in a preferred functional brand is likely higher when the utilitarian
value of the product category is substantial. Furthermore, Chaudhuri and Holbrook [37]
identified a significant negative correlation between emotional response and a brand’s
functional value.

Experiential brand strategies differentiate themselves from other strategies. Holbrook
and Hirschman [38] defined experiential needs as desires for products that provide sensory
pleasure; brands emphasizing experiential concepts highlight the brand’s impact on sensory
satisfaction, spotlighting the experiential and fantasy aspects associated with consumption
through various elements of the marketing mix. While research often investigates experien-
tial needs in a visual context during purchasing decisions, other human senses constitute
aesthetic experiences in traditional marketing research [31]. A complete appreciation of an
aesthetic experience results from combining sensory inputs.

2.3. AI Agent Trust and Grounding

Most researchers have primarily focused on interactive AI agents, noting their ability
to enhance customer satisfaction with a website or product, credibility, and patronage
intentions [39,40]. Regarding HCIs, social-response theory posits that individuals respond
to technology endowed with human-like features [41]. Studies suggest that increased
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anthropomorphism in an agent positively correlates with perceived credibility and compe-
tence [42]. However, even if an AI agent is realistic, the lack of anthropomorphism might
hinder users’ willingness to engage or communicate due to the absence of perceived social
potential [43]. Users tend to apply social rules to technology that exhibits human-like traits
despite their conscious acknowledgment that they are interacting with a machine [40]. The
degree of social presence embodied in avatars on company websites significantly impacts
trust in website information and its emotional appeal, influencing purchase intentions.

Trust in HCI research aligns with discussions on interpersonal communication, explor-
ing whether conversational agents designed with properties known to enhance trust in
human relationships are more trusted by users. Rooted in the Computers As Social Actors
paradigm, this approach indicates that social norms guiding human interaction apply to
HCIs, as users unconsciously treat computers as independent social entities [41]. Trust in
conversational agents is similar to trust in humans, with the belief that agents possessing
trustworthy traits foster user trust. Various studies have defined trust similarly, emphasiz-
ing positive expectations about reliability, dependability, and confidence in an [44,45]. Trust
in technology centers on expectations of reliable performance, predictability, and depend-
ability. However, debates persist on whether factors fostering trust in human relationships
apply similarly to trust in human–agent interactions.

Nonetheless, divergent views emerge, suggesting that users approach machine in-
teractions distinctively, highlighting that the principles governing trust in interpersonal
relations may not directly apply to human–machine trust [46,47]. For instance, Clark
et al. [46] indicated that users approach conversations with computers more utilitarianly,
distinguishing between social and transactional roles due to perceiving agents as tools.
Consequently, users view conversations with agents primarily as goal-oriented transactions.
They prioritize aspects like performance and security in their trust judgments concerning
machines, questioning the necessity of establishing social interactions or relationships
with machines.

Continual interaction with AI agents is significant, generating data that can enhance
system efficiency [48]. This symbiotic relationship fosters shared cognitive understanding,
mutually benefiting users and the system. Establishing mutual understanding, termed
“grounding”, is pivotal in these interactions. While human communication achieves this nat-
urally, achieving collaborative grounding with AI systems presents challenges [49]. Ground-
ing denotes mutual understanding in conversation, involving explicit verbal and nonverbal
acknowledgments that signify comprehension of prior conversation elements [50]. Conse-
quently, grounding does not introduce new content to the conversation; rather, it serves as
a clear signal that the listener has not only received but also comprehended the speaker’s
prior contributions to the ongoing dialog. True linguistic grounding remains a challenge
for machines, despite their ability to exhibit nonlinguistic grounding signals.

AI agents can be viewed as “assistants” or “companions.” In the “assistant” per-
spective, AI technology is a useful aid to humans, assisting in task completion, such as
tracking Uber ride arrivals or aiding disabled individuals [39]. These conversations lean
toward task-oriented, formal exchanges focused on specific functional goals. In contrast,
the “companion” perspective focuses on emotional support, where agents are seen as
trustworthy companions engaging users in typical everyday conversations, akin to human
interactions [51]. Sophisticated natural language processing capabilities allow AI avatars
to mimic human-like behaviors, enabling users to interact as they would with another
human [52].

This study proposes that the effects of two personality traits on evaluating AI agent
trust and grounding will vary based on brand concepts (functional concept vs. experiential
concept). Functional brands emphasize practical purposes, whereas experiential brands
focus on sensory experiences [38]. For functional concepts, the AI agent’s competence
(representing the brand’s competence) becomes crucial for purchase decisions [53]. In
contrast, experiential brands are evaluated based on consumers’ sensory experiences
and affective responses, where warmth exhibited by the AI agent is more significant
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in influencing emotional decisions and brand sales [54]. Consequently, the following
hypothesis is proposed:

H1: For functional brands, a male AI agent will have higher trust and grounding, whereas for
experiential brands, a female AI agent will have higher trust and grounding.

Integrating AI agents into customer service signifies a transformative evolution, offer-
ing precise recommendations and enhancing company–consumer relationships [55]. These
AI-powered systems facilitate interaction and blur the distinction between human service
assistants and conversational chatbots. Perceptions of AI-empowered agents are shaped by
their anthropomorphic design cues during interaction and significantly influenced by their
pre-encounter introduction and framing [16].

Van Looy et al. [56] defined AI agent identification as users’ emotional attachment
to the AI agent, categorized into three subcategories: perceived similarity, embodied
presence, and wishful identification. Studies indicate that male and younger users are more
likely to identify with their avatars, especially if the avatars are idealized [57–59]. Several
studies have explored the relationship between identification with virtual characters and
various outcomes. For instance, Kim et al. [60] demonstrated that identification with virtual
characters can enhance player self-efficacy and trust within their virtual communities.
Additionally, Yee et al. [61] found that online virtual world visitors who perceive a smaller
psychological gap between themselves and virtual avatars express greater satisfaction with
avatars and spend more time online. Moreover, identification positively influences trust in
virtual avatars [62,63].

Antecedents of trust can vary depending on individual differences (e.g., age or gender)
and contextual factors. For instance, research shows that engaging in small talk with
an embodied conversational agent can be effective in settings such as customer service,
healthcare, or casual information exchange, whereas it might not be as effective in more
serious settings like financial transactions or military training [64]. Certain demographic
factors or personal traits can moderate the impact of these features [44].

Grounding establishes a connection between conversational turns, confirming active
listening and fostering closeness and mutual understanding [65]. Beyond mere confir-
mation, grounding has a role in relationship development, acknowledging contributions
and establishing shared knowledge [66,67]. Understanding, a cornerstone in human rela-
tionships, resolves conflicts and nurtures stronger emotional connections through shared
thoughts and feelings [65]. These attributions significantly influence customers’ percep-
tions of salespersons, thereby impacting the formation of trust and inclinations for future
interactions. Recognizing and establishing shared knowledge during conversations is
fundamental in relationship development [67]. When consumers experience identification
with AI agents, they tend to develop heightened trust with them. This leads to sustained
grounding, wherein the consumer not only comprehends but also acknowledges the guid-
ance provided by the agent. Consequently, an intention may emerge within the consumer
to prefer or recommend the brand advocated by the AI agent. Consequently, the following
hypothesis is proposed:

H2: The effect of AI agent identifications on brand recommendation is mediated by AI agent trust
and grounding.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Collection and Sample

Employing a between-subjects design, the research used two independent variables:
brand concept (functional vs. experiential) and AI agent gender (male vs. female). The
measured dependent variables included AI agent trust and grounding, while brand attitude
served as a control variable. To test the proposed hypotheses, a 2 × 2 experimental design
comprising brand concept (functional brand vs. experiential brand) and AI agent gender
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(male vs. female). Data were collected from individuals who had used the XR platform
within the last month.

The final sample consisted of 187 respondents, with 49.7% being men and 50.3% being
women, falling within the age range of 25–40 years. An explanation of the survey’s purpose
was provided to the participants, ensuring that they were aware of their right to withdraw
at any point. Additionally, participants were assured of data confidentiality in accordance
with the Korean Statistical Law, with a commitment to destroy all personal data after a year.
Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions.

3.2. Stimulus Development and Measures

Nonverbal avatar communication can encompass various forms such as text-based
(speech-to-text avatars), gestures, and/or facial expressions. Perceptions regarding the
conversational agent may be shaped by both anthropomorphic design cues during con-
versation and by the agent’s pre-introduction. Starting off, the study researchers aimed
to develop an AI agent for the experiment, where two university students specializing in
statistical data and business administration, respectively, were approached. Additionally,
to maintain objectivity and ensure the validity of the data collected, a field expert provided
feedback. To enhance the social presence of AI agents, efforts were made to assign names,
where the male AI agent was named Ethan and the female AI agent was named Anna.
Subsequently, specific store guidance phrases were formulated for each AI agent within a
virtual brand store. The formulated phrase for Anna read as “Welcome to the (brand) Store.
I’m Anna, an AI agent here to assist you. Feel free to ask me anything about (brand), and
I’ll respond promptly.”

The researcher conducted two pre-tests to select brand concepts suitable for the virtual
place. In the first pre-test, Grandeur (AZERA in US) was chosen as the functional brand
(n = 15; M functional benefit = 4.98 vs. M experiential benefit = 4.06; p < 0.001). In the
second pre-test, BMW MINI was selected as the experiential brand (n = 23; Mfunctional
benefit = 4.11 vs. Mexperiential benefit = 4.81; p < 0.001). Next, AI agents were created.
A male and female agent were made using Zepeto, a virtual space platform. Ethan was
the male AI agent (n = 14; male = 4.85 vs. Female = 2.09; p < 0.001); Anna was the female
AI agent (n = 18; Male = 3.11 vs. Female = 5.71; p < 0.001). The items of each measure
were assessed on a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree
(Table 1).

Table 1. Scale.

Constructs Items

Functional Brand

This brand represents the functional
benefits that I can expect from the brand.
This brand ensures that it assists me in

handling my daily life competently.
This brand represents a solution to

certain problems.

Jeon [31],
Park et al. [30]

Experiential Brand

This brand expresses a luxurious image.
I have to pay a lot to buy this brand.

This brand makes life richer and more
meaningful.

AI Agent Trust
I trust an AI agent.

I have faith in the AI agent.
This AI agent gives me a feeling of trust.

Nass and Moon [41]

Grounding

This AI agent provided feedback of
having understood my input.

This AI agent provided feedback on
having accepted my input.

I felt that this AI agent understood what I
had to say.

Bergner et al. [68]
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Table 1. Cont.

Constructs Items

AI Agent Identification
This AI agent is similar to me.
I identify with this AI agent.

This AI agent and I are similar in reality.

Schultze [69]
Szolin et al. [59]

Recommendation

I would recommend this brand to
my friends.

If my friends were looking to buy a
product, I would tell them to try

this brand.

Barnes and Mattsson [70]
Papagiannidis et al. [71]

Brand Attitude
I like this brand.

This brand makes me favorable.
This brand is good.

Jeon [31]
Park et al. [34]

3.3. Procedure

Participants were introduced to the AI agents within the virtual brand space and
were tasked with evaluating the AI agents. Participants in the male AI agent group
were instructed to create an AI agent that portrayed a male figure, whereas those in the
female AI agent group were instructed to develop one resembling a female figure. Before
the experiment, participants received information regarding the study’s purpose. Each
participant completed a questionnaire that included control variables for brand attitude.

After finishing the control variable task, the participants engaged in a 5 min ses-
sion within the virtual brand space. Upon completion, they were prompted to respond
to manipulation check items regarding AI agent gender and brand concepts. Addition-
ally, participants were requested to express their opinions on AI trust, grounding avatar
identification, and recommendations. The entire procedure lasted approximately 15 min.

4. Results
4.1. Manipulation Checks

Before analyzing the experimental results, a manipulation check was performed to en-
sure proper manipulation of the experimental stimuli. The results showed the experimental
stimulus as successfully manipulated. Participants in the Grandeur group perceived func-
tional benefits (M = 4.98) as higher than experiential benefits (M = 4.08; F = 17.238, p < 0.001).
Moreover, participants in the MINI group perceived experiential benefits (M = 4.81) higher
than functional benefits (M = 4.06; F = 47.859, p < 0.001).

4.2. Analysis of Trust and Grounding

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for empirical verification. ANOVA
determines the differences between the means of different groups. The results of the 2 × 2
between-subjects analysis on AI agent trust revealed that the main effects of brand concept
(F = 1.745, p > 0.1) and AI agent gender (F = 1.859, p > 0.1) were not statistically significant.
However, the two-way interaction effect between brand concept and AI agent gender was
found to be significant (F = 7.623, p < 0.01). Specifically, when virtual brand space was a
functional concept participants reported a higher level of AI agent trust with a male AI
agent (M = 4.16) than with a female AI agent (M = 3.66; F = 5.685, p < 0.05). However, when
the virtual brand space was an experiential concept, participants’ trust did not differ based
on AI agent gender (male AI agent = 3.78 vs. female AI agent = 4.08; F = 3.236, p = 0.06).

Next, the results of the 2 × 2 between-subjects analysis on grounding revealed that
the main effects of brand concept (F = 0.728, p > 0.1) and AI agent gender (F = 1.039, p > 0.1)
were not statistically significant. However, the two-way interaction effect between them
was found to be significant (F = 4.426, p < 0.05). Specifically, when the virtual brand space
was a functional concept, participants’ grounding did not differ based on AI agent gender
(male AI agent = 4.31 vs. female AI agent = 4.13; F = 0.641, p > 0.1). However, when virtual
brand space was an experiential concept, participants reported a higher level of grounding
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with a male AI agent (M = 4.34) than with a female AI agent (M = 3.81; F = 4.476, p < 0.05).
Therefore, this finding supports H1 and H2 (Table 2; Figure 1).

Table 2. Results of 2 × 2 between-subjects analysis.

Dependent
Variable

Type III Sum
of Squares df Mean

Square F Sig.

Corrected Model
Trust 29.708 a 4 7.427 7.588 0.000

Grounding 19.125 b 4 4.781 3.827 0.005

Intercept Trust 65.061 1 65.061 66.474 0.000
Grounding 101.102 1 101.102 80.932 0.000

attitude
Trust 21.548 1 21.548 22.015 0.000

Grounding 11.162 1 11.162 8.935 0.003

Brand Concept (A) Trust 1.708 1 1.708 1.745 0.188
Grounding 0.007 1 0.007 0.005 0.941

Gender of AI
Agent (B)

Trust 1.819 1 1.819 1.859 0.174
Grounding 0.435 1 0.435 0.348 0.556

A × B
Trust 7.461 1 7.461 7.623 0.006

Grounding 5.740 1 5.740 4.595 0.033

Error
Trust 178.133 182 0.979

Grounding 227.359 182 1.249

Total
Trust 3088.889 187

Grounding 3469.444 187

Corrected Total
Trust 207.841 186

Grounding 246.485 186

Note: R2 = 0.419 (adjusted R2 = 0.385).

Figure 1. Interaction effects.

4.3. Mediation Effect

A mediation analysis was performed to test Hypothesis 2, which explains the mecha-
nism of this study. For this, Model 6 of the PROCESS macro was used (Table 3). AI agent
identification was set as an independent variable, AI trust and grounding were mediating
variables, and recommendation was a dependent variable. The analysis results showed
significant mediating effects of trust and grounding. Therefore, this finding supports
Hypothesis 2 (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Double mediation effects.
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Table 3. Results of Model 6 of the PROCESS Macro.

Outcome Variable: Trust

Coeff Standardized
coeff SE t p LLCI ULCI

Identification 0.3002 0.3397 0.0611 4.9119 0.000 0.1796 0.4208

Outcome variable: Grounding

Coeff Standardized
coeff SE t p LLCI ULCI

Identification 0.0494 0.0513 0.0576 0.8577 0.3922 −0.0642 0.1629
Trust 0.6830 0.6272 0.0651 10.4872 0.000 0.5545 0.8115

Outcome variable: Recommendation

Coeff Standardized
coeff SE t p LLCI ULCI

Identification 0.1058 0.1046 0.0624 1.6946 0.0918 −0.0174 0.2290
Trust 0.1208 0.1055 0.0891 1.3550 0.1771 −0.0551 0.2966

Grounding 0.5347 0.5088 0.0798 6.700 0.0000 0.3773 0.6922

Outcome variable: Recommendation

Coeff Standardized
coeff SE t p LLCI ULCI

Identification 0.2781 0.2749 0.0715 3.888 0.0001 0.1370 0.4192

Indirect effect of X on Y

Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI

TOTAL 0.1723 0.0452 0.0842 0.2625
Ind1 0.0363 0.0395 −0.0376 0.1196
Ind2 0.0264 0.0313 −0.0290 0.0975
Ind3 0.1096 0.0339 0.0495 0.1814

Note: LLCI = Lower-level confidence interval; ULCI = Upper-level confidence interval.

5. Conclusions

The popularity of AI agents is fueled by two macroenvironmental factors. First, ad-
vancements in computer/digital technologies have enabled the development of more
complex avatars. These often appear in 3D forms, imbued with seemingly distinctive
personalities, appearances, and behavioral patterns, and are overall more appealing than
the previous simpler versions [72,73]. Second, the increase in the use of AI agents reflects
the growing importance of online service experiences, such as education, gaming, banking,
and shopping [73,74]. Online customers frequently express frustration when they cannot
quickly and easily find relevant information on a website. AI agents can effectively and
efficiently provide a solution to this.

Online stores, relying solely on graphical user interfaces, do not enable retailers to
persuade potential customers to buy products or provide customers with the opportunity
to ask questions and learn more about products as they would with a human salesperson.
Communication is crucial in attracting, serving, and retaining customers. One of the most
beneficial ways to engage customers anywhere, anytime, and provide them with easy and
natural interaction is to use a conversational user interface.

This study examines the impact of the gender of AI agents on trust and grounding
in the virtual brand space. The primary objective was to investigate whether the gender
of AI agents influences trust and grounding, focusing on their symbiotic relations. The
study reveals the following key findings: in virtual brand spaces with a functional concept,
male AI agents were found to elicit higher levels of trust. However, in virtual brand
spaces with an experiential concept, female AI agents elicited higher levels of grounding.
Additionally, this research indicates that the relationship between customers’ identification
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with AI agents and recommendations for actual brand purchases is mediated by trust
and grounding. These findings support the notion that users strongly identifying with AI
agents are more likely to recommend brand products after engaging in conversation within
the virtual brand space.

The analysis reveals two significant academic implications. First, the study identi-
fies the pivotal role of the brand concept in establishing continuous grounding between
consumers and AI agents. Contextually, grounding signifies an ongoing state of communi-
cation facilitated through linguistic and nonlinguistic means. Given the nonhuman nature
of AI agents, the expectation of sustained grounding from a consumer’s perspective poses
challenges. As such, from a corporate standpoint, the collection of consumer grounding
data is imperative for enhancing the quality of AI agents and delivering personalized
services. This research indicates that for effective grounding, the alignment between brand
concepts and the gender of the AI agent must be carefully considered.

Second, this research identifies the influence of the AI agent’s gender in augmenting
the brand experience within virtual spaces. With the progression of virtual space platform
technology, the prevalence of companies establishing brand stores in virtual spaces is on
the rise. Offering consumers more than a mere store visit is crucial to providing diverse
experiences. This study underscores the significance of emphasized brand images and
AI agent gender in exploring the brand and validates their roles in the overall virtual
brand experience.

In contrast to the physical world, the virtual brand space enables a brand experience
that transcends time and space. Furthermore, this study establishes the role of conversation
as a mediator between AI agent identification and brand recommendation. These insights
contribute to understanding how the gender of AI agent representation can shape the
customer–AI agent relationship in virtual spaces, outlining implications for marketers
and designers.

The study results will provide practical insights for marketers and shed light on the
evolving nature of consumer–AI agent interactions in virtual environments. Subsequent re-
search can build upon these findings to explore additional factors influencing conversation
in the virtual brand space and develop more targeted marketing strategies.

Although this study provides valuable insights, it is important to acknowledge certain
limitations. First, automobiles comprised the chosen product category for the experiment.
Given that automobiles are classified as high-involvement products, prior consumer knowl-
edge may have a substantial impact on outcomes. Despite analyzing attitudes toward
the experimental brand as a control variable, the study did not account for prior knowl-
edge specifically related to the automobile product category. Therefore, future research
focusing on low-involvement product categories would contribute significantly to a more
comprehensive understanding.

Second, this study did not consider the degree of the AI agent’s anthropomorphism.
The literature suggests that AI agents can anthropomorphize using animated forms that
closely resemble real individuals, and a higher degree of anthropomorphism has been
associated with increased grounding. Consequently, future research examining variations
in anthropomorphism, ranging from animated to realistic representations, would offer
meaningful insights into the impact on consumer responses.

AI agents are attracting attention among virtual space platform users because of their
potential to become the next-generation search service, replacing human assistants [75,76].
The next-generation AI agent, represented by a virtual human, leads the innovative de-
velopment of intelligent technology to a new historical stage [77,78]. This technology will
profoundly impact how society produces, lives, and communicates and will fundamentally
reshape society and humanity [79].

Marketers must understand how to best integrate AI into businesses and contribute
to individuals’ higher acceptance to maintain a competitive advantage. Given the advent
of AI-generated marketing, it is critical to understand whether consumers will accept
AI-generated content and information, and how they accept it.
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